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1. introduction

Understandably, they have been focusing on the development of conventional
esports, which will see revenues grow to US$1bn-plus by this year’s end,
according to research group Newzoo, and the global audience size is expected
to reach 474 million (forecast to 577 million by 2024).

Mobile esports is the future of the total esports sector, a claim that would
be among the boldest statements made in the international media-andentertainment sectors today.
However, there is enough growth in terms of viewers, events, revenues, investors,
innovative developments and general industry opinion to support that assertion
about mobile-first competitive gaming.

What is mobile esports?

A hint at why mobile-esports entertainment should not be ignored can also
be seen in Newzoo’s other headline data – about the audience of global livestreaming of games, including competitive gaming. Their number will leap to
729 million by the end of 2021 and surpass 920 million by 2024.

It is not a second-tier or third-rate version of the currently established traditional
esports, which is organised professional and amateur competitive-gaming
events featuring individuals or teams playing video games against each other.

For within those 920 million will be the growing number of mobile gamers set
to catapult the world of gaming from one centred on PCs and consoles to one
that pivots around smartphones and tablets.

Of course, the esports as we know it comprises individuals or teams of
professional gamers and/or enthusiasts sitting in front of massive powerful
gaming PCs or consoles and their large screens to battle each other for glory,
fame and ever-growing cash prizes.

Mobile-first esports – from Asia to the Rest of the World, this exclusive and
informative Esports BAR report, aims to be a handbook that gives existing and
potential stakeholders a glimpse into why mobile esports is one of the fastest
developments in digital entertainment.

The entertainment is watched by spectators on screens via live-streaming
platforms like Twitch or YouTube and/or in-person inside physical venues.

Esports BAR delegates have already been keeping an eye on mobile esports.
“Mobile has arrived; you guys just haven’t realised it yet” - Esports BAR Cannes
2020 speaker Akshat Rathee, Managing Director of India-based Nodwin.

Mobile esports players have the same aspirations, but they compete by playing
mobile games on smartphones and tablets. They are also more likely to be part
of communities with members who follow each other.

“I’ll be the first to criticise mobile gaming. But it is a thing, not only in Europe, but
also in India and Southeast Asia. It is really massive, and we have to live with it,”
Esports BAR Cannes 2020 speaker Florent ‘ElChikito’ Gutierrez, former CMO at
Team Vitality, and current Global Esports Director at Razer Inc.

In the past five years, mobile esports has been gradually gaining awareness
among esports organisations, game publishers, investors and brands.
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High-profile game developer/publishers are creating mobile versions of their
traditional-esports hits like Krafton’s PUBG Mobile, Activision Blizzard’s Call
of Duty Mobile and Riot Games’ League of Legends: Wild Rift. Top esports
organisations, including UK-based Fnatic, US-based Immortals and SK Gaming
in Germany are fielding mobile teams.

from Asia to the rest of the world

Why mobile esports?

According to UK research company Pelham Smithers Associate, mobile games
alone generated US$85bn in revenues in 2020 globally, compared to US$40bn
for PC games, and US$33bn for consoles.

It might still be nascent compared to traditional esports, but Statista estimates
mobile esports had already generated more than US$875m in 2019 and predicts
revenues of US$1.147bn by 2025.

It is that astonishing popularity of mobile gaming that has spiked an interest
in the potential of mobile esports, which has gained momentum in mobile-first
economies, especially Southeast Asia, India, China, South Korea, and Latin
America.

The easy access to mobile devices compared to desktop ones has lowered the
barrier to entry in esports in both emerging and major economies.

The professionalisation of mobile esports has also started. Dedicated
tournaments based on mobile games like Mobile Legends: Bang Bang
(Moonton), Garena Free Fire and Arena of Valor (Tencent/Nintendo) are major
competitive-gaming brands, especially in Asia and Latin America.

The steady rise of powerful cloud computing will enable esports-event
organisers to inject the same kind of speed and vibrancy associated with
playing esports on PCs.
And the predicted rapid penetration of high-speed 5G Internet connectivity
should encourage more game developers to create titles with mobile esports
in mind.

The PUBG Mobile competitions this year is said to boast the biggest mobileesports prize pool ever with US$14m, up from US$5m in 2020.

History
Mobile esports exists because of mobile games, which have been around long
before consumer-friendly smartphones were launched.
From the Atari Lynx in the 1980s to today’s Nintendo Switch and Sony’s
PlayStation Vita, handheld games-dedicated consoles have been part of gaming
paraphernalia for decades.
In the late 1990s, telecoms giant Nokia introduced Snake, a game that originated
in arcades, on its basic almost-analogue black-and-white screen cell phones.
It introduced gaming to non-gamers and, via its various iterations on Nokia
phones, it is considered one of the greatest computer games ever.
Before it became a subsidiary of Activision Blizzard, game developer/publisher
King was a household name for the app versions of its free-to-play (FTP)
video-game puzzles, such as Candy Crush Saga. By the late 2000s, developer/
publishers like US-based Zynga (now publicly quoted on the NASDAQ stock
exchange) were producing mobile-friendly titles, including the Farmville
franchise.

©Tencent Games / ©KRAFTON
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With today’s smartphones matching the power of most desktop computers,
easy-on-the-eye five-inch screens, high-resolution graphics and access to app
stores with a plethora of free-to-download games, mobile games have started
to match the appeal of games created for PCs and consoles.
And game developers are producing not only video-game puzzles, but also
complex multiplayer games that can be played competitively. In 2018, the
mobile games that appealed to esports players using both smartphones and
gaming tablets and viewers had already generated US$15.3bn globally.
Accompanying that growth is a generation of gamers, including hardcore
fans, who play sophisticated mobile titles. And just as the traditional esports
as we know was propelled by PC/console gamers embracing the competitive
elements in role-playing games and first-person shooters to play and watch
on the Internet, mobile games have become the bedrock of the fast-growing
mobile esports.

Geographic reach
Mobile esports is entrenched in the mobile-first emerging markets in Asia (see
Chapter 4 of this White Paper) and Latin America after taking the industry by
storm around 2017. The growing access to Wi-Fi and Bluetooth connections in
these countries have seen them overcome the barriers of expensive PCs and
consoles that permeate major Western economies.
A 2020 mobile-gaming study the most popular devices used by gamers
by YouGov in 24 countries noted how mobile outstripped the use of PC and
consoles in every country.
In the Asian markets, however, the percentage share of mobile handsets was
much higher than their counterparts in North America and Europe.
In China, 61% played on smartphones or tablets compared to 37% on PCs; in
Hong Kong, the share of mobile was 63%. The mobile share was 67% in India,
72% in Indonesia as well as in Singapore, 77% in the Philippines; 78% in Thailand.
In the US, mobile accounted for 59%, 52% in the UK, 41% in France and 47% in
Germany.
China is already one of the biggest mobile-esports markets, being home to
Tencent Holdings, the Chinese tech multinational and, easily, the world’s biggest
investor in the gaming sector.

© YouGov
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Honor of Kings, a multiplayer online battle arena (MOBA) title based on Riot
Games’ League of Legends and published by Tencent Games for mobile
platforms is a standalone esports-competition franchise in Mainland China.
Related tournaments include the King Pro League competitions and the Honor
of Kings World Champion Cup.
Influenced by Honor of Kings, the Arena of Valor international competition is
among the world’s most popular competitive gaming events. The tournaments
are supported by leagues in Southeast Asian markets, from Malaysia, Singapore
and the Philippines to Vietnam, Singapore and Indonesia, plus South Korea and
Japan.
Launched in 2017, the multiplayer battle-royale title Garena Free Fire first
resonated with fans in Asia, including India, and Latin America. The Free Fire
World Series held in Singapore in 2021 is among the most watched tournaments
in 2021.

Mobile Legends: Bang Bang, developed by Shanghai Moonton Technology (now
a subsidiary of Chinese TikTok owner ByteDance) has gone down in history
as one of the first esports games to be recognised as a medal event in the
Olympics-backed Southeast Asian Games in 2019.
Mobile esports is now gaining global attention, as the availability of more
sophisticated mobile titles gains momentum in Western markets.

©Riot Games

The Arena of Valor events have editions in North America, Europe and Latin
America. ESL Gaming, one of the world’s most prolific tournament organisers,
has launched ESL Mobile, a global mobile-esports competition series covering
Asia-Pacific, North America and Europe as well as the Middle East and North
Africa.

Stakeholders
The key players in the mobile-esports business are very similar to those involved
in traditional competitive esports.

Leading game developer/publishers are pushing their interests further into
the mobile-esports arena. Riot Games, the publisher behind the world’s most
popular esports brand League of Legends, is already making plans to introduce
a mobile version of Valorant, its newest hit title.

Content creators: the industry needs games that can be played competitively
between individuals and teams. The mostly app-based titles produced for
mobile gaming range from puzzles aimed at casual gamers like Candy Crash
Saga to those targeted at hardcore players like Garena Free Fire, an actionbased battle-royale fare.

It is equally worth bearing in mind that US-based Riot Games is part of the empire
that is China-based Tencent, owner of Honor of Kings as well as Supercell, the
Finnish developer behind mobile tournaments based on Clash of Clans, Clash
Royale and Brawl Stars.

In response to the widespread popularity of mobile gaming, game developers/
publishers like Tencent Games in China, South Korea-based Krafton and Riot
Games in the US are producing titles designed for cross-platform and mobileonly esports.
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Team organisations: The professionalisation of mobile esports is growing.
Teams in Asia, where the sector has already started taking off, belong to highprofile regional organisations like Vietnam-based Heavy, Indonesia’s Aura
Esports and ONIC in the Philippines. As mentioned earlier, organisations in
major Western countries, including Fnatic and Immortals, are committing to
professional-level mobile-esports.

Distribution platforms: Mobile-esports activities and content entertain viewers
on major live-streaming platforms like Twitch, and online tournaments such as
Challengermode. They also provide the infrastructure for Skillz, the dedicated
mobile-games service that has attracted investors, including a New York Stock
Exchange listing. Skillz has democratised access to real cash-prize-winning
competitions for small and medium-sized teams/players, and offers monetised
models that encourage developers to adapt their games for mobile esports.
Tencent has launched Trovo, a new live streaming platform to compete giants
like Twitch, YouTube Gaming and their Chinese counterpart Bilibili, DouYu and
Huya. Although reported to be still in Beta mode, it is interesting to note that
Trovo is increasingly being positioned as the live-streaming service for mobile
esports.
Investors: With its roots in the colossal business of mobile gaming, mobile
esports and its long-term potential have attracted the attention of investors.
Funding sources for the sector include the stock exchange, private-investment
funds, traditional-sports organisations, tech conglomerates and entertainment
companies. See Chapter 3 for more about the investment opportunities in
mobile esports.
Telecommunications companies: Telecom networks and smartphone device
makers have always been involved with esports since the Internet forms the
tech foundation for all activities.
Everyone knows about US-based T-Mobile’s partnership with Activision
Blizzard’s Overwatch League and Call of Duty League competitions. Chinese
handset manufacturer OnePlus has hooked up with organisations like Fnatic
and SK Gaming.

©Esports Charts

Tournament/league organisations: More traditional esports-events operators
have turned their attention to competitions played on mobile handsets. Tencent
Games is involved in competitions like Arena of Valor World Cup, Honor of Kings
World Champion Cup, and Peacekeeper Elite League. Call of Duty Mobile World
Championship is the brainchild of Activision Blizzard, owner of the Overwatch
League.

But the roles of telecoms look set to soar with mobile esports. US handset
manufacturer Motorola Mobility is the official smartphone partner of SK
Gaming, the German esports organisations taking part in esports contests for
the following games: League of Legends: Wild Rift, Clash Royale, Brawl Stars
and FIFA Mobile. US network Verizon has hooked up as the official 5G wireless
and network service partner with Riot Games competitions, including the
mobile-focused Wild Rift.

ESL Gaming (see Interview in Chapter 5) recently introduced the muchanticipated international event ESL Mobile. And the popular PUBG Mobile
Global Championship, famous for its large prize pool, is among the valuable
assets of Krafton, maker of best-selling game PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds.
7
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3. potential and opportunities

arena (MOBA) title and esports favourite Mobile Legends: Bang Bang. Moonton’s
valuation shot up to US$4bn. Pioneering mobile-esports tournaments platform
Skillz Inc successfully floated the NYSE to raise at least US$849m in September
2020 at a US$3.5bn valuation.

Mobile esports looks set to grow the total competitive-gaming ecosystem by
introducing new additional entertainment formats.
These new elements will attract extra esports audiences, including those who
played mobile games casually and never considered themselves to be “gamers”.

Other related investment news sees Electronic Arts, publisher of the global
FIFA esports-competition franchise, is turning its attention to mobile gaming
by paying US$2.4bn for Glu Mobile. Krafton Inc, itself the owner of the PUBG
Mobile esports brands, has snagged a stake in India-headquartered esports
organisation Nodwin Gaming, a specialist in mobile-esports events.

They have also created new opportunities for different segments of the global
esports-business community.

Opportunities for investments

RSG, the Singapore-based esports-organisation start-up with teams specialising
in mobile gaming, recently snapped up US$1m in funding from FrontSight
Capital Fund, part of the private-equity company Tembusu Partners; and Warner
Music Asia, part of the major recorded-music label Warner Music Group, has
invested in Singapore-headquartered Esports Players League, a tournament
platform focusing on mobile games. Meanwhile, Spurs Sports & Entertainment,
owner of US professional NBA basketball team San Antonio Spurs, is now part
owner of Tribe Gaming, a leading US mobile-esports organisation.

New investors are flocking to the business of mobile gaming and esports,
confirming the long-term potential of competitive gaming as a business.
US-based KKR, one of the world’s biggest private-equity companies, paid
US$400m for a minority stake in mobile-gaming app developer AppLovin, in
2018. AppLovin, which is exploring how to create mobile games for the esports
space, then raised US$2bn in April 2021 when it floated on New York Stock
Exchange (NYSE) at a valuation of almost US$29bn.

Opportunities for audiences

In March 2021, TikTok’s China-based owner ByteDance took over Moonton
Technology, which is famous for developing the mobile multiplayer online battle

Esports viewers are mostly located in mobile-first emerging economies in Asia
and Latin America. During a Brazil-focused edition of Esports BAR’s Insights
Series videos, speakers noted how 61 million of the country’s 90 million gamers
played only on mobile.
Mobile esports competitions, including PUBG Mobile and Garena Free Fire,
have been cited as among the most viewed competitions online anywhere.
Hundreds of millions of hours were watched in 2020 alone. And, according to
Esports Insider, a mobile title has been the most viewed esports every month
since January 2021, with most of the viewing coming from Southeast Asia.
The global demographics of mobile-esports players and viewers is forecast
to become much broader and varied compared to the console/PC esports
audience, which retains an image of being skewed to mostly young males.
On the other hand, mass-market participation is predicted for mobile esports as
PC/console gamers play mobile, not vice versa. Moreover, reports indicate mobile
esports and games are supported by more women fans and older consumers.

©Getty Images
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Mobile esports is positioned as a spectator sport, where the mobility of
smartphones inspires viewers to take part more easily than they would if tied to
desktop computers and consoles. A Google Think report refers to the “playerfan”, the hyper-casual player who is as devoted to watching as participating.

But a greater variety of international publishers has been entering the space:
Activision Blizzard with Call of Duty: Mobile; Riot Game has ramped up the
marketing message for its League of Legends: Wild Rift, and fans are looking
forward to the much-anticipated mobile version of its Valorant title.

Expect more hyper-casual players to become viewers of mobile-esports events.
Even Sony’s console-games development unit PlayStation Studios is reported
to have set up a “head of mobile” senior executive position to develop mobile
titles for its audiences.

As mentioned earlier, Finnish game developer (China’s Tencent is an investor)
hosts several mobile esports events, including the Brawl Stars Championship,
the Clash Royale League and the various Clash of Clans tournaments. In
January 2021, Niantic Inc, developer of Augmented Reality mobile-games like
Ingress and Pokémon Go, nabbed social-gaming platform Mayhem to expand
its reach among gaming communities.

Opportunities for publishers/developers
For decades, video-game publishers have centred their long-term strategies
around titles for PCs and consoles and benefited from those formats.

Expect to see more developer/publishers of casual mobile games, like Zynga,
which made its initial fortunes with titles like Farmville on the Facebook
Messenger platform, enter mobile esports.

Now, publishers can grow their businesses via professional organised
competitive mobile gaming or reach more grassroots consumers via amateur
mobile competitions.

The San Francisco-based Zynga paid US$168m to be majority owner of Turkeybased Rollic, a hyper-casual game publisher/developer, in 2020. Rollic, in turn,
boosted its portfolio the same year by buying Onnect, a competitive casual
game, from CHEF Game Studio, for US$6m.

Currently, such publishers are mostly Asia-originated. The leading mobile-game publishers in esports include China’s Tencent (Honor of Kings; Arena of Valor); Garena’s Free Fire; and Moonton’s Mobile Legends: Bang Bang; Krafton’s PUBG Mobile.

© Esports Charts

©Zynga
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Monetisation

Leading esports companies will find mobile competitions are another important
revenue stream, Skillz, the esports-events platform, has attracted its investors
for offering to help small-to-medium sized publisher/developer monetise their
gaming products and services.

Monetising mobile gaming and esports will come with the usual challenges
associated with digital-first content and entertainment. How do you encourage
a generation that grew up on uninterrupted free-to-play gaming to accept
advertising or pay for subscriptions?

Gamers pay to enter the Skillz realm to compete one-to-one in front of audiences
tuning in. Skillz and the game developers share the revenues, which can be
about US$3 per entrant. Meanwhile developers have a platform where they can
sell their games to players seeking new competitive adventures.

Industry and media reports indicate that the following monetisation models
are likely to be key to earning revenues for stakeholders at this stage. They
include in-game or in-app advertising; and in-game purchases, especially by
amateur gamers willing to pay for digital items that will improve their profile in
the competitive-gaming community.

With mobile esports, players will be in a position to generate income from
fan donations and micro-transactions for ticketed activities and merchandise
on platforms like Skillz. And amateur-tournament organisers can collect fan
donations that contribute to the prize pool.

The free-to-play model funded by advertising comes at a time when the global
ad business is exploring how mobile ads (anathema to dedicated gamers) can
be more native and less interruptive within original content.

Evolving monetisation models are also being assisted by new technologies,
as shown by the US-based Artificial Intelligence-powered Game.tv, a mobileesports platform.

Sponsorship from brands will also be key as brands form partnerships with
mobile-esports organisations, teams and celebrity players for live in-person
and online events. And based on the view that mobile-esports audiences will
comprise a more expansive age group, it will include more viewers with high
disposable incomes.

As Niko Partners points out in its report – Evolution of Mobile Esports for
the Mass Market: “Rather than charge players to participate, platforms are
beginning to monetise around the influence of participants and the audience
they attract. Game.tv uses a large audience of participants and spectators to
attract sponsor funding, based on the influence of these participants.”
There is always the freemium model, where a tournament begins as free to play, but
as the gamers level up, they might have to pay a subscription to stay in the game.
Going forward, mobile advertising will be a significant contributor. Research
firm eMarketer forecasts that mobile advertising, in general, in the US alone
will soar to US$174.14bn in 2024 from US$87.30bn in 2019. As long as ingame advertising message is relevant, authentic and does not interrupt their
experience, it will not be rejected by mobile-esports fans.
But with the forecast participation of larger consumer segments, revenue from
mobile esports is expected to experience sizeable growth in income.
Additionally, brands can form partnerships with publishers so that their presence
is not only seen during the esports play but also via in-game advertising
wherever the game is being played.

©Skillz
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Innovation

Such developments are still at the early stages. But they are expected to inspire
today’s game developers and esports organisers to start thinking outside the
box to fit into tomorrow’s predicted metaverse, which is the virtual universe that
tech companies want to create for consumers.

Mobile esports could be a solution that allows esports entertainment to go
truly mainstream and mass market, thanks to consumers’ easy access to
smartphones. Additionally, developments in telecommunications and computer
technologies could drive the industry to introduce innovations that other media
and entertainment businesses could explore and exploit.
Telecoms companies have started introducing ultra-fast 5G Internet connectivity,
which is calculated to offer speeds that are almost 10 times those of current 4G
connectivity. Tech conglomerate Ericsson predicts 65% of the world’s wireless
connections will be 5G by 2030.
Migrating to 5G networks will introduce mobile-esports gamers to handheld
devices that are as powerful as today’s top-end PCs and consoles. Latency
(the speed between a click and a result on the screen) drops to as little as
5 milliseconds, which can make the difference between the performances of
opposing players.
The adoption of 5G Internet will facilitate fast-pace competitive game play on
multiple streaming platforms simultaneously. Furthermore, it will enable the
addition of Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality content to mobile-gaming
experiences.
More innovation is expected to be introduced when mobile-esports gaming is
connected to cloud-computing systems. Consumer-tech conglomerates have
foreseen this with their launch of subscription-funded cloud-gaming platforms.
They include Microsoft’s recently launched Xbox Cloud Gaming service,
Amazon’s Luna, Google’s Stadia; and Apple Arcade. These cross-platform
services could allow mobile players to pay for on-demand games to compete
against PC and console players in the same competitions.
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4. mobile-first asia – an analysis

Mobile-connected esports in Asia
From such developments, it is fair to argue that the esports experience in Asia
continues to be mobile-centred.

Enterprises exploring opportunities in Asia could do worse than understand
why the region became the Ground Zero for the now burgeoning global mobileesports sector.

The esports business yielded US$551m in the Asia-Pacific markets, which
would also include Australia and New Zealand, in 2019, according to PwC’s
Global Entertainment and Media Outlook report. It increased to US$615m the
following year and is forecast to reach US$1.14bn by 2025.

Research group Niko Partners concludes that 2018 was the first year that
mobile-esports events entered the world’s Top 10 in terms of cash-prize pools.
That year, Niko estimates in its 2019 report Evolution of Mobile Esports for
the Mass Market, revenues generated from the sale of mobile-esports games
reached US$15.3bn globally. That accounted for about 25% of the total mobilegames business. That share shot up to more than 26% the following year in
2019.

Those findings are backed by research group Niko Partners, which states in
its Evolution of Mobile Esports for the Mass Market: “We find that Asia is the
barometer for an impending global boom in mobile esports expected to take
place over the next 5 years.”
That conclusion is supported by other Niko Partners data. Revenues from
esports in the region is forecast to grow to more than US$600m this year
from US$543.8m in 2020. This means Asia alone represents about 54% of the
estimated US$1bn global esports market.

Of that US$15.3bn, China represented US$5.6bn, while the rest of Asia accounted
for US$4.52bn. This compares to US$2.81bn in North America and US$1.59bn
in Europe, the two biggest regions in terms of traditional PC/console-based
esports.

Connectivity in mobile-first countries
The fact is that mobile esports is standard esports in Asia, a region packed with
mostly mobile-first economies where consumers first accessed the Internet via
their mobile phones and continue to do so.
Based on data published by GSMA, the global telecommunications trade
organisation, and research groups like Niko, Newzoo, PwC, DataReportal and
Google, we’ve learned the following.
Of the world’s almost 3.8 billion smartphone users and connections, 2.8 billion
are in the Asia-Pacific region.
In Asia-Pacific, China accounts for 917 million smartphone connections; India
has 440 million; Japan has 99 million and South Korea has almost 50 million.
Southeast Asia, including Indonesia, Vietnam, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand
and the Philippines, has 400 million smartphone subscriptions.
Enhanced mobile services continue to dominate Asia. A recent Cisco report
indicates that in India alone, about 55% of the country’s 1.4 billion population
will have access to connected smartphones by 2023.

© Niko Partners
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Mobile-connected esports in Southeast Asia

The number of Asia’s esports spectators will jump to more than 618.4 million
in 2020 from 510 million the previous year, while the number of esports-game
players rose 658.5 million from 595 million during the same period.

While China might be the largest market, Southeast Asia is considered the fastest
growing mobile-esports region. Niko Partners reports that 60% of gamers in
Great Southeast Asia (which adds Taiwan to Indonesia, Vietnam, Singapore,
Malaysia, Thailand and the Philippines) are “strongly drawn to esports”.

Mobile-connected esports in China
China is, understandably, the biggest mobile-esports market due to its status as
the world’s most populous region with a population of 1.45 billion citizens and
as the world’s second biggest economy.

Newzoo data indicates that in 2021, 2.96 billion gamers worldwide will help
generate US$175.8 billion in games revenues, driven by emerging markets like
Southeast Asia.

The size of the Chinese market is supported by the significant revenue growth
forecast for its mobile-games industry. Revenues are set to shoot up to
US$40.5bn in 2025 from 29.2bn in 2020; and the number of mobile gamers will
rise to more than 748 million there in 2025 from almost 682 million.

It joined forces with China-based tech-and-entertainment goliath Tencent, Asia’s
biggest investor in games and esports, this year to produce a report focused on
Southeast Asian esports.
Called Games and Esports: Bona Fide Sports – Esports Market Outlook for
Southeast Asia, the study forecasts that esports revenue in this “mobile-first”
region will grow to US$72.5m at an average annual growth rate of almost 21%
from 28.2m in 2019.

© Niko Partners

© Niko Partners
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The future
Culturally speaking, the Southeast Asian countries have embraced esports, with
many seeing competitive gaming as providing new career opportunities. This
is supported by government initiatives involving schools, the traditional-sports
sectors plus leisure and tourism.
The region’s growing economies has helped drive the rise of middle-class
consumers and the installation of new-tech infrastructures that include highspeed 5G Internet.
Additionally, gamers in Asian markets form communities who see gaming and
esports as core to their leisure and entertainment activities. The countries are
littered with gaming cafés where gamers gather and even add PC esports to
their repertoire.

© Newzoo

Illustrating why mobile esports has a sustainable future in Asia is news that
esports is going to make its debut as a medal event at the 19th Asian Games
taking place in September 2022 in Hangzhou, China.

And while each Southeast Asian country might be much smaller than China,
economically speaking, the size of its esports audience commands attention.
It is already 17 million viewers in Indonesia, followed by Vietnam’s 8.1 million,
6.7 million in the Philippines, more than 4 million each in Thailand and Malaysia,
plus about 700,000 in the city state of Singapore.

And the agenda at the Games, organised by the Olympic Council of Asia, will
include medal competitions in the mobile titles Arena of Valor and PUBG Mobile.

© Newzoo
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An experienced mobile-esports player
At the global level, there is already a solid foundation for a mobile-esports
market where professionals and hardcore players compete on smartphones
and tablets instead of desktop PCs and consoles, Vanzetti notes.

When ESL Gaming, the world’s leading esports-tournaments organiser, unveiled
the launch of ESL Mobile in March 2021, it was tempting to think the market
leader in traditional PC/console-based competitive gaming was only now
entering the mobile space.

According to global telecoms trade body GSMA, there are more than 3.8 billion
smartphone users worldwide, of which 2.8 billion use their handsets to play
games, a Newzoo report states. Mobile games alone already generate US$85bn
a year.

After all, the industry is aware of 20-year-old ESL Gaming’s nigh-global
dominance of international mega esports competitions and events like Intel®
Extreme Masters, ESL Pro League, the DreamHack festivals Open tournaments,
ESL One and many more.

Vanzetti points to the ESL National Championships competitions in Asia; the
region’s versions of those tournaments have always been based on mobilegame titles like Tencent Games’ Realm of Valor and Moonton’s Mobile Legends:
Bang Bang.

But in our exclusive interview with
Singapore-based Nick Vanzetti, Senior
Vice President/Managing Director
at ESL Asia-Pacific Japan, we learn
the company has been involved in
organised mobile esports since 2017.

The turbo-charged growth of mobile esports in Asia, however, should not be
taken for granted as the region is multi-lingual and multi-cultural. Consequently,
the company has had to localise its competitions from market to market.

The company kickstarted that part
of the business in the emerging
economies in Asia, where mobile
esports already permeates and is
part of the regional popular culture.
With ESL Mobile, it has restructured
the format into a global brand that will
have a high-profile presence in North
America, Europe, the MENA (Middle
East, North Africa) markets, as well
Nick Vanzetti, Senior Vice President/
Managing Director at ESL Asia-Pacific Japan as Asia-Pacific.

“Each country around the world is adopting mobile esports in its own unique
way,” he says. “Even here in SE Asia, some countries are playing different games.
And the most popular games in Europe might be different from the ones in Asia
because we are all growing at different levels.”
ESL Gaming’s first significant mobile-esports move into the Western markets
was in 2019. At that time, ESL Mobile Open was launched as a regional brand
in North America with a competition based on Supercell’s mobile title Clash
Royale.
Meanwhile, in Europe, ESL Mobile Open was introduced at Italy’s 2019 Milan
Games Week in a groundbreaking partnership with telecoms giant Vodafone
that saw ESL Gaming host the first esports event run on the emerging ultra-fast
5G Internet connection.

As Vanzetti puts it, mobile esports
has never been a sub-category of the PC/console version: “Mobile esports is
treated no differently from how we treat the big events we’re famous for. From
our perspective, mobile esports is just as sophisticated and professional.”

“What has since happened is that we unified that structure globally and all our
ESL Mobile programmes are 100% aligned across the world. That is why we
are now making such a big dance-and-song about this because we are the first
global business to be running mobile esports in such an organised fashion,” he
adds.

“Where I am in Southeast Asia, to even think that mobile esports will be a lowertier version would be offensive because, down here, it is esports. Of course,
there are still PC and console esports, but mobile dominates.”
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Mobile competitive gaming also inspires more original stage settings for live
events. “Rather than having all the players on the stage, we’ve experimented
with different kinds of stage build, putting teams in styled seated player booths
without a cumbersome desk in front of them. Imagine a coffee house or
nightclub style setting with a more laidback vibe and a cool appearance,” he
says.

Mobile esports advancing in the more affluent Western countries does not
mean business will slow down in Asia, Vanzetti states. Asia has population size
and an already entrenched adoption of mobile esports on its side.
China, India, Japan and SE Asia alone boast a combined population of more
than 3.65 billion people. “Even if the West is faster to roll out 5G, Asia has a
head start.”
This has spawned a form of entertainment in Asia influenced by other factors.
The lower standard of living there and other emerging markets, such as Latin
American countries, has lowered the barriers to entry in competitive gaming
thanks to the universal accessibility of mobile handsets.

“When we broadcast, we will use Spidercams suspended above the player
booths and, with Augmented Reality, what you see on the screen is a mixture
of the players, the physical set and these graphics that give information in this
cube above the players’ heads. I am not saying this is the only way esports
is going to be done in the future; it is about testing and learning and trying
different things all around the world.”

“We know that socio-economic factors play a role here. Some of the older forms
of esports have required high-powered computers, top-of-the-line peripherals,
keyboards, and headsets. With mobile esports, you no longer have to buy such
expensive gears to play your favourite games,” he says.

Audiences in the major economies in the West are used to watching esports
players’ actions on large desktop screens. Vanzetti believes organisers could
learn from the minimalist approach of delivering gameplay information on
much smaller mobile screens.

“You just pull your phone out of your pocket, connect in a few seconds and we
could be competing against each other in an ESL tournament. For example, in
Indonesia, you can see people standing outside a store while competing in a
tournament online.”

“It is about cutting down the amount of information for the viewer to just the
core parts. You don’t need 50 statistics; the analysts and commentators will tell
you about that.”
Mobile esports has equally created new opportunities in terms of jobs for many
Asian gamers. “Mobile esports is presenting a truly viable career path for those
who want to pursue their dreams as competitive esports players, which was not
even possible recently.”

ESL looking innovatively forward
The still-nascent international mobile-esports market is just starting to hit its
stride and, Vanzetti says, we can expect to hear more related announcements
from the company soon.

And as for the mainstream entertainment potential of mobile esports. Vanzetti
observes: “Nothing is more mainstream than pulling out your smartphone and
being able to jump into a competitive game straightaway. There is no denying,
mobile esports is set for absolutely exponential growth.”

Via a partnership with gaming-experiences agency Gameloft for brands, ESL
Gaming is already approaching marketers who might see mobile esports as
another way for targeting hard-to-reach gamers.
Expect to see more innovative practices. As players are not tied to massive
computer/console screens and physical cables, camera people filming mobile
esports are able to get much closer to the players and transmit the related
human drama more effectively, Vanzetti adds.
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CONCLUSION
The key takeaway from the Mobile-first esports – from Asia to the
Rest of the World White Paper:
•A
 sia has dominated the global mobile-esports market ever since the
format emerged as organised competitive gaming in 2017.
• The affluent Western markets, which have been more familiar with PC
and console-based esports, have started adopting mobile esports at
the organisation and team levels.
• The existing key stakeholders in classic esports will be joined by new
players as mobile esports creates new investment opportunities in
the telecoms market.
•E
 merging high-speed 5G Internet connectivity will contribute to
gameplay and monetisation innovation within mobile esports.
• The global accessibility of smartphones, with an estimated 3.8 billion
users worldwide, will see mobile esports take overall competitive
gaming into mass-market mainstream entertainment.
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Special thanks to
Newzoo
Newzoo is the world’s leading provider of games and esports data and insights.
With over a decade of market expertise, Newzoo is proud to help some of the
most successful entertainment, technology, and media companies around the
world, such as EA, Bloomberg, PepsiCo, Vodafone, target their audience, track
competitors, increase brand awareness, spot opportunities, and make strategic
and financial decisions. Newzoo’s product portfolio includes the Global Games
and Global Esports & Live Streaming Market Reports, proprietary Consumer
Insights profiling consumer behavior and preferences in 33 key markets across
the globe, Newzoo Pro, Expert, and Consulting.

At Esports BAR, we are committed to transforming the sport of the digital
generation into the future of entertainment by providing industry leaders with
the most productive and meaningful events where esports tastemakers and
non-endemic topmanagement executives meet to shape esports’ future.
Learn more on the-esports-bar.com
Get esports insights all year long, check out our blog: blog.the-esports-bar.com
Follow us on social media:

Niko Partners
Niko Partners is the leading market research firm covering video games,
esports, and streaming in Asia. Founded in 2002, the firm conducts syndicated
and custom research studies on China, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines,
Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam, Chinese Taipei, Japan, South Korea, and India
on the topics of online games, mobile games, consoles and console games,
regulatory issues, piracy, development, online operators, distribution, internet
cafes, retail and more. Niko Partners also offers consulting services including
focus groups, partnership selection, IPO and market opportunity analysis,
custom surveys in cities throughout China and the Asia Pacific region, and
customized data analysis. The company is based in Silicon Valley with offices
in Shanghai, Bangkok, Jakarta and London, and its clients include worldwide
leaders in game software, hardware, and services, as well as hedge funds,
media companies, trade associations, and management consulting firms, all of
whom have a vested interest in a thorough understanding of the region.
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